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QUESTION 1

A company is undergoing a layer 3 and layer 4 DDoS attack on its web servers running on AWS. 

Which combination of AWS services and features will provide protection in this scenario? (Choose three.) 

A. Amazon Route 53 

B. AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) 

C. Amazon S3 

D. AWS Shield 

E. Elastic Load Balancer 

F. Amazon GuardDuty 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/shield/?whats-new-cards.sortby=item.additionalFields.postDateTimeandwhats-new-
cards.sort-order=desc 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to track access requests for a particular S3 bucket. How can you achieve this in the easiest possible way? 

Please select: 

A. Enable server access logging for the bucket 

B. Enable Cloudwatch metrics for the bucket 

C. Enable Cloudwatch logs for the bucket 

D. Enable AWS Config for the S3 bucket 

Correct Answer: A 

The AWS Documentation mentions the foil To track requests for access to your bucket you can enable access logging.
Each access log record provides details about a single access request, such as the requester, bucket name, request
time, request action, response status, and error code, if any. Options B and C are incorrect Cloudwatch is used for
metrics and logging and cannot be used to track access requests. Option D is incorrect since this can be used for
Configuration management but for not for tracking S3 bucket requests. For more information on S3 server logs, please
refer to below UF https://docs.aws.amazon.com/ AmazonS3/latest/dev/ServerLoes.html The correct answer is: Enable
server access logging for the bucket 

 

QUESTION 3

A Security Engineer for a large company is managing a data processing application used by 1,500 subsidiary
companies. The parent and subsidiary companies all use AWS. The application uses TCP port 443 and runs on
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Amazon EC2 behind a Network Load Balancer (NLB). For compliance reasons, the application should only be
accessible to the subsidiaries and should not be available on the public internet. To meet the compliance requirements
for restricted access, the Engineer has received the public and private CIDR block ranges for each subsidiary 

What solution should the Engineer use to implement the appropriate access restrictions for the application? 

A. Create a NACL to allow access on TCP port 443 from the 1;500 subsidiary CIDR block ranges. Associate the NACL
to both the NLB and EC2 instances 

B. Create an AWS security group to allow access on TCP port 443 from the 1,500 subsidiary CIDR block ranges.
Associate the security group to the NLB. Create a second security group for EC2 instances 

with access on TCP port 443 from the NLB security group. 

C. Create an AWS PrivateLink endpoint service in the parent company account attached to the NLB. Create an AWS
security group for the instances to allow access on TCP port 443 from the AWS PrivateLink endpoint. Use AWS
PrivateLink interface endpoints in the 1,500 subsidiary AWS accounts to connect to the data processing application. 

D. Create an AWS security group to allow access on TCP port 443 from the 1,500 subsidiary CIDR block ranges.
Associate the security group with EC2 instances. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following minimizes the potential attack surface for applications? 

A. Use security groups to provide stateful firewalls for Amazon EC2 instances at the hypervisor level. 

B. Use network ACLs to provide stateful firewalls at the VPC level to prevent access to any specific AWS resource. 

C. Use AWS Direct Connect for secure trusted connections between EC2 instances within private subnets. 

D. Design network security in a single layer within the perimeter network (also known as DMZ, demilitarized zone, and
screened subnet) to facilitate quicker responses to threats. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://aws.amazon.com/answers/networking/vpc-security-capabilities/ Security Group is stateful and hypervisor level. 

 

QUESTION 5

In order to encrypt data in transit for a connection to an AWS RDS instance, which of the following would you
implement 

Please select: 

A. Transparent data encryption 

B. SSL from your application 

C. Data keys from AWS KMS 
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D. Data Keys from CloudHSM 

Correct Answer: B 

This is mentioned in the AWS Documentation You can use SSL from your application to encrypt a connection to a DB
instance running MySQL MariaDB, Amazon Aurora, SQL Server, Oracle, or PostgreSQL. Option A is incorrect since
Transparent data encryption is used for data at rest and not in transit Options C and D are incorrect since keys can be
used for encryption of data at rest For more information on working with RDS and SSL, please refer to below URL:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/UsingWithRDS.SSL.html The correct answer is: SSL from
your application 

 

QUESTION 6

The Security Engineer implemented a new vault lock policy for 10TB of data and called initiate-vault-lock 

12 hours ago. The Audit team identified a typo that is allowing incorrect access to the vault. 

What is the MOST cost-effective way to correct this? 

A. Call the abort-vault-lock operation, fix the typo, and call the initiate-vault-lock again. 

B. Copy the vault data to Amazon S3, delete the vault, and create a new vault with the data. 

C. Update the policy, keeping the vault lock in place. 

D. Update the policy and call initiate-vault-lock again to apply the new policy. 

Correct Answer: A 

Initiate the lock by attaching a vault lock policy to your vault, which sets the lock to an in- progress state and returns a
lock ID. While in the in-progress state, you have 24 hours to validate your vault lock policy before the lock ID expires.
Use the lock ID to complete the lock process. If the vault lock policy doesn\\'t work as expected, you can abort the lock
and restart from the beginning. For information on how to use the S3 Glacier API to lock a vault, see Locking a Vault by
Using the Amazon S3 Glacier API. 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazonglacier/latest/dev/vault-lock-policy.html 

 

QUESTION 7

A website currently runs on Amazon EC2 with mostly static content on the site. Recently, the site was subjected to a
ODoS attack, and a Security Engineer was tasked with redesigning the edge security to help mitigate this risk in the
future 

What are some ways the Engineer could achieve this? (Select THREE ) 

A. Use AWS X-Ray to inspect the traffic going 10 the EC2 instances 

B. Move the state content to Amazon S3 and font this with an Amazon CloudFront distribution 

C. Change the security group configuration to block the source of the attack traffic 

D. Use AWS WAF security rules to inspect the inbound traffic 
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E. Use Amazon inspector assessment templates to inspect the inbound traffic 

F. Use Amazon Route 53 to distribute traffic 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

QUESTION 8

Your team is designing a web application. The users for this web application would need to sign in via an external ID
provider such asfacebook or Google. Which of the following AWS service would you use for authentication? Please
select: 

A. AWS Cognito 

B. AWS SAML 

C. AWS IAM 

D. AWS Config 

Correct Answer: A 

The AWS Documentation mentions the following Amazon Cognito provides authentication, authorization, 

and user management for your web and mobile apps. 

Your users ca sign in directly with a user name and password, or through a third party such as Facebook, 

Amazon, or Google. 

Option B is incorrect since this is used for identity federation 

Option C is incorrect since this is pure Identity and Access management 

Option D is incorrect since AWS is a configuration service For more information on AWS Cognito please 

refer to the below Link: 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/coenito/latest/developerguide/what-is-amazon-cognito.html The correct 

answer is: AWS Cognito 

 

QUESTION 9

Your company has a set of EC2 Instances that are placed behind an ELB. Some of the applications hosted on these
instances communicate via a legacy protocol. There is a security mandate that all traffic between the client and the EC2
Instances need to be secure. How would you accomplish this? 

Please select: 

A. Use an Application Load balancer and terminate the SSL connection at the ELB 

B. Use a Classic Load balancer and terminate the SSL connection at the ELB 
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C. Use an Application Load balancer and terminate the SSL connection at the EC2 Instances 

D. Use a Classic Load balancer and terminate the SSL connection at the EC2 Instances 

Correct Answer: D 

Since there are applications which work on legacy protocols, you need to ensure that the ELB can be used at the
network layer as well and hence you should choose the Classic ELB. Since the traffic needs to be secure till the EC2
Instances, the SSL termination should occur on the Ec2 Instances. Option A and C are invalid because you need to use
a Classic Load balancer since this is a legacy application. Option B is incorrect since encryption is required until the
EC2 Instance For more information on HTTPS listeners for classic load balancers, please refer to below URL
https://docs.aws.ama20n.com/elasticloadbalancing/ latest/classic/elb-https-load- balancers.htmll The correct answer is:
Use a Classic Load balancer and terminate the SSL connection at the EC2 Instances 

 

QUESTION 10

Unapproved changes were previously made to a company\\'s Amazon S3 bucket. A security engineer configured AWS
Config to record configuration changes made to the company\\'s S3 buckets. The engineer discovers there are S3
configuration changes being made, but no Amazon SNS notifications are being sent. The engineer has already checked
the configuration of the SNS topic and has confirmed the configuration is valid. 

Which combination of steps should the security engineer take to resolve the issue? (Select TWO.) 

A. Configure the S3 bucket ACLs to allow AWS Config to record changes to the buckets. 

B. Configure policies attached to S3 buckets to allow AWS Config to record changes to the buckets. 

C. Attach the AmazonS3ReadOnryAccess managed policy to the IAM user. 

D. Verify the security engineer\\'s IAM user has an attached policy that allows all AWS Config actions. 

E. Assign the AWSConfigRole managed policy to the AWS Config role 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/how-to-use-aws-config-to-monitor-for-and-respond-toamazon-
s3-buckets-allowing-public-access/ 

 

QUESTION 11

A security engineer must troubleshoot an administrator\\'s inability to make an existing Amazon S3 bucket public in an
account that is part of an organization n AWS Organizations. The administrator switched the role from the master
account to a member account and then attempted to make one S3 bucket public. This action was immediately denied 

Which actions should the security engineer take to troubleshoot the permissions issue? (Select TWO.) 

A. Review the cross-account role permissions and the S3 bucket policy Verify that the Amazon S3 block public access
option in the member account is deactivated. 

B. Review the role permissions m the master account and ensure it has sufficient privileges to perform S3 operations 

C. Filter AWS CloudTrail logs for the master account to find the original deny event and update the cross-account role m
the member account accordingly Verify that the Amazon S3 block public access option in the master account is
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deactivated. 

D. Evaluate the SCPs covering the member account and the permissions boundary of the role in the member account
for missing permissions and explicit denies. 

E. Ensure the S3 bucket policy explicitly allows the s3 PutBucketPublicAccess action for the role m the member
account 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 12

A security engineer is auditing a production system and discovers several additional IAM roles that are not required and
were not previously documented during the last audit 90 days ago. The engineer is trying to find out who created these
IAM roles and when they were created. The solution must have the lowest operational overhead. Which solution will
meet this requirement? 

A. Import AWS CloudTrail logs from Amazon S3 into an Amazon Elasticsearch Service cluster, and search through the
combined logs for CreateRole events. 

B. Create a table in Amazon Athena for AWS CloudTrail events. Query the table in Amazon Athena for CreateRole
events. 

C. Use AWS Config to look up the configuration timeline for the additional IAM roles and view the linked AWS CloudTrail
event. 

D. Download the credentials report from the IAM console to view the details for each IAM entity, including the creation
dates. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following are valid configurations for using SSL certificates with Amazon CloudFront? (Select THREE ) 

A. Default AWS Certificate Manager certificate 

B. Custom SSL certificate stored in AWS KMS 

C. Default CloudFront certificate 

D. Custom SSL certificate stored in AWS Certificate Manager 

E. Default SSL certificate stored in AWS Secrets Manager 

F. Custom SSL certificate stored in AWS IAM 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 14
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A company is building an application on AWS that will store sensitive information. The company has a support team with
access to the IT infrastructure, including databases. The company\\'s security engineer must introduce measures to
protect the sensitive data against any data breach while minimizing management overhead. The credentials must be
regularly rotated. 

What should the security engineer recommend? 

A. Enable Amazon RDS encryption to encrypt the database and snapshots. Enable Amazon Elastic Block Store
(Amazon EBS) encryption on Amazon EC2 instances. Include the database credential in the EC2 user data field. Use
an AWS Lambda function to rotate database credentials. Set up TLS for the connection to the database. 

B. Install a database on an Amazon EC2 instance. Enable third-party disk encryption to encrypt Amazon Elastic Block
Store (Amazon EBS) volume. Store the database credentials in AWS CloudHSM with automatic rotation. Set up TLS for
the connection to the database. 

C. Enable Amazon RDS encryption to encrypt the database and snapshots. Enable Amazon Elastic Block Store
(Amazon EBS) encryption on Amazon EC2 instances. Store the database credentials in AWS Secrets Manager with
automatic rotation. Set up TLS for the connection to the RDS hosted database. 

D. Set up an AWS CloudHSM cluster with AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) to store KMS keys. Set up
Amazon RDS encryption using AWS KSM to encrypt the database. Store the database credentials in AWS Systems
Manager Parameter Store with automatic rotation. Set up TLS for the connection to the RDS hosted database. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 15

You have an EBS volume attached to an EC2 Instance which uses KMS for Encryption. Someone has now gone ahead
and deleted the Customer Key which was used for the EBS encryption. What should be done to ensure the data can be
decrypted. 

Please select: 

A. Create a new Customer Key using KMS and attach it to the existing volume 

B. You cannot decrypt the data that was encrypted under the CMK, and the data is not recoverable. 

C. Request AWS Support to recover the key 

D. Use AWS Config to recover the key 

Correct Answer: B 

Deleting a customer master key (CMK) in AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) is destructive and potentially
dangerous. It deletes the key material and all metadata associated with the CMK, and is irreversible. After a CMK is
deleted you can no longer decrypt the data that was encrypted under that CMK, which means that data becomes
unrecoverable. You should delete a CMK only when you are sure that you don\\'t need to use it anymore. If you are not
sure, consider disabling the CMK instead of deleting it. You can re-enable a disabled CMK if you need to use it again
later, but you cannot recover a deleted CMK. https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/deleting-
keys.html A is incorrect because Creating a new CMK and attaching it to the exiting volume will not allow the data to be
decrypted, you cannot attach customer master keys after the volume is encrypted Option C and D are invalid because
once the key has been deleted, you cannot recover it For more information on EBS Encryption with KMS, please visit
the following URL: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/services-ebs.html The correct answer is:
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You cannot decrypt the data that was encrypted under the CMK, and the data is not recoverable. 
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